Reed,Marr inetv and Keener to
Governor John H. Reed has accepted an invitation to participate in Colby's Charter '¦Anniversary
¦ , .
here Feb. 27.
Reed -will deliver an official greeting at an evening ceremony at which President Barnaby Keeney
of Brown University and Dean Ernest C. Marriner, Colby's historian, will speak . The program is a major event in the college's 150th anniversary year.
On February 27, 1813, the Governor of Massachusetts signed the official document granting a
To the Students :
The Charter Anniversary celebration in. Runnals Union on
Wednesday evening, Februiary 27 , at 8:30, is an event that will
undoubtedly be referred to as a significant one by future historians. It is, after all, our 150th birthday, and very few of us will
be on hand to help the college celebrate its 200th .
A President Keeney and Dean Marriner will have some significant things to say, Professor Re and the Glee Club will per> form with their customary distinction, and Governor Reed of
Maine and the personal representative of Governor Peabody of
Massachusetts will bring official greetings.
I hope we will see you there.
R.E.L.S

Campus Workshops
M akeRecommendations Strider Comments On
FraternityRole at Colby

charter to the Maine Literary and
Theolog ical Institution. In Dean
Ernest C. Marriner 's book , THE
HISTORY OF COLBY COLLEGE,
published this year in connection
with tho Sesquicentennial celebration , he describes the events leading
up to the signing of* the Charter.
In 1682 the first Baptist church was
established in Maine but it wasn't
until 1768 that the Baptists hecame a strong religious group. By
1812 the Maine Baptists felt a need'
for an institution to train young
men for the ministry and they sent

On December 7th , the Colby College Campus Workshop, representing students, faculty and administration, discussed and voted upon
On February 17, President Strider met with the fraternity presiseveral proposals . The recommendations of this workshop were dirdents and the Interfraternity council representatives at Dean Nickerected , to the various campus organizations and personnel.
The Colby College Administrate )n was advised to consider the fol- son's home to discuss the role of the fraternity in the Colby of the
1960V '
lowing immediately:
The president noted that fraternities as organizations are under
1. Encouraging administrative- eryone ac ceptable to Colby should
student discussion affecting s'tu- be eligible . for consideration for scrutiny throughout the country, and especially in New England .

membership in any fraternal group.
dets.
People are starting to ask quesIt is hoped that everyone will
2. Revision of eo-ed lounge rules
tions about the place of fraternities
think about and discuss .these pre3. Graduate School information
as organizations in the total struca. one -member of the faculty posals , ' and send any suggestions
ture of the college. The most obin each .department should be ap- to the Women's Student League.
vious of these questions was the repointed to better inform students
cent dissolution of the fraternities
of graduate possibilities in his
at Williams College, Williamstown,
field.
Mass. •
By Stephen Schoeman
4. Student suggestions for a new
In the next couple o f years , ColFebruary 18,1963
college bookstore.
by
may also undertake a careful
The Sesquicentennial Scholarship
5. A ^greater _ "_mber of lectures
look at its own fratern"scientific"
given by the Class of 1964 is both
during January
ities
to
see
just
what place they do
the Class gift and a contribution to
It was hoped that the Colby Colh
ave , and will have , in the structhe Ford Foundation Challenge
lege Library would re-evaluate the
,
Grant and is presented in commem- ture of the college as it grows in
hours during which the stacks are
size
and moves ahead academically
oration of the Sesquicentennial Year
available to students and extend
and
intellectually. The fraternity
of Colby College. The Scholarship
those hours. Also , a new center for
man
the President said , is under
,
Program , originally proposed by
summer and graduate school catasuch attack that he is almost virStephen Schoeman , President of the
logues was found desirable.
tually "guilty until proved innoClass of 1964, was expanded by the
The Placement Office was request, - • - ..„ . .
cent.
"
Class Sesquicentennial Scholarship
ed to provide more information and
Using the faculty and trustee opCommittee under the chairmanship
publicity about summer job s, stuof Jack Lockwood into the present position to the proposed open housdent tours, and summer employes for the "fraternity" row houses
merit in areas within students courendowed scholarship program .
ses o f "study.
Tho ori ginal sum of one thousand as a case in point, the President
The faculty was asked to re-evaldollars donated by the Class will cited a number of complaints that
uate several aspects of the January
bo matched by the Administration have come to him from various facWith five hundred dollars. It is ulty members and trustees whoso
Program. Amon g the hoped-for
hoped that through contributions by opposition to the proposed open
changes would be" greater flexibility
Dons Kearns
the Class both during and after houses rested on their opposition to
in the freshman and sophomore
graduation
that tho Scholarship will the role they believed the fraternichoices of January Programs, nonDoris Kearns , ' a Junior governcredit courses to be given on an in- ment major from Rockville Centre, grow into at least one full scholar- ties are .now playing in tho life 1 of
the college. One common argument
formal basis duiung January, an Now York was elected to the posi- ship.
The Sesquicentennial Scholarship which has been advanced is that
alternative to th* language meet- tion of president of Women 's Stui ngs , and a revision in the January dent League. Replacing graduating has a number of uni que features. while tho college is doing its utProgram grading system . It was Polly French. Doris is chairman of
Continued On Pago Seven
Continued on Pago Seven
also hoped that the faculty would the Junior Advisor Program , past
consider a revision of tho ' present rush chairman of Delta Delta Delta
comprehensive examination system . and past vice-president of Women 's
It was recommended that the Student League.
Student Government select a comOther newly elected , officers and
mittee to discuss standard s by
which Junior Advisors are chosen . board members ¦ include vice-presiFurther suggestions included the es- dent , Linda , Stearns ; Secretaries,
tablishment o'f clear, informative Mareia Phillipps and Bai'bara Dariguiding records of each studdnt- ing ; Treasurer , Candi Wilfion and
hokl office , as well as a conference Boa rd Members, Judy Milnor, Difor newly elected campus leaders to ane Mat'tison , Shiela Wobstor , Marbe hol d in the spring by campu s tha Child , and , Susan Footer ,
leaders retiring from office.
Tho workshop suggested that the
ECHO would more properl y repreTho Northern Studont Movo- g
sent student! |V bi_p' by accurate quo- j
tations and also by establishing a l inont , a group concerned with !
policy of constructive , rather than ! tho problem of racial 'Hsorlmlna- J
Itio n as it applies to tho Colby, !
destructive criticism.
,
The Women ' s Student League ! Watorvlllo , and Maine . areas , |
was askod to consider! immediatel y mot Tuesday to formulate a pro- 1
iv conference to . bo hold before each J gram. All those Interested are !
Work shop to do tor mi no what is rel- [
I
evant to Colby problems. It .w_ui j invitod to a discussion and
also advised that Student League I
Hootonanny
g
provi de clear , informative guiding
Sunday, February 2*
|
]
record s of ouch student offioo,
8
:0O
P.M.
j
j
All of tho fraternities and sororrt- j
Dunn
Loungo
{
j
ios woro askod by the Campus Work¦'' ¦
,
2_o
,. .j , „' Sea led — Betsy Crockett , President Strider (
Donation
shop to give their support to the j ,
Hoard of Ti-usteos' decision that ovSta nding -^ J ohn Lockwood, Stephen Schoeman, Ken Nye

Reams Elected
President Of
Student league

Junior Class
Scholarship Sets
Precedent

Dean Ernest Marriner
the Reverend Daniel Merrill of
Sedgewiclc to the Massachusetts legislature to present a petition for a
charter for such an institution.
There Merrill met pressure from
Bowdoin College, which felt that
Maine, with- 228j 000 people, hadn't
sufficient population to support another institution of learning. Merrill also met opposition from the
Federalist Party, as the Maine Baptist group were predominantly Jeffersonian Democrats. There were
also those who opposed the college
on religious grounds. On Feb. 19,
1813, Merrill introduced a revised
petition which was granted to the
Maine Literary and Theological Institution , making it the second college in Maine , the thirty-third college and second Baptist college in
the nation.
Because of tho War of 1812 and
financial troubles the college was
not set up until 1818. In 1820 , it
became known as Waterville College
and began educating young men
linder President Jeremiah Chaplin , who sailed to Waterville fro m
Boston in the sloop HERO. In 1865
the school became known as Colby
College , named after President
Gardiner Colby ,
Doan Marriner has boon associated with Colby sinco 1923 in tho role
of librarian , prof , of English , first
Doan of Men , first dean of Faculty
and since 1957, as official collogo
historian. Ho graduated from Colby
in 1913, Phi Beta Kappa. In addition to his history of Colby ho has
written A HISTORY OF HEBRON
ACADEMY,
JIM
CON NOLLY
AND THE FISHERMEN OF
GLOUCESTER , KENNEBEC YESTERD AYS and REMEMBERED
MAINE. In 1948 he launched a
WTVL radio program entitled "Little Talks on Common Things, "
A banquet will precede tho Wednesday evening assembly. Special
guests will bo doscendonts of' former Colby presidents and others who
havo historic tics to tlio college,
members of tho academic and alumni councils , trustees and representatives of other Maine Institutions of
higher learning including President
and Mrs. Lloyd Elliott of the University of M!aino and President and
Mrs. Janios Coles of Bowdoin College. President and Mrs, Charles
Continued on Pago Eight
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The weekly meeting of Student Government was called to order
at 7:00 p.m. by President John Wesley Miller. The Secretary's rhin- utes were read and approved. The Treasurer reported a Gash Bal
ance of $1,600.05 and a Sinking Fund Balance of $2,067. 79. It was
reported that the Winter- Carnival Corrrrriittee has already paid back
$1200 of their $1500 loan from Student Government.
,

ANNOUNCEMENTS AND OLD BUSINESS

1. Mr. John1 McKenna, Librarian , spoke to the Council regarding
the damaging of bound periodicals in the stacks. He said that the
damage was .caused by people cutting entire pages out of these books
with a razor blade. The price of replacing these 35 or some odd vol
urnes; would; .amount !.to. ,approximately $1500. Mr. McKenna emphasized 1 the seriousness of this matter, and that the money that will
be spent to replace the books will take the place of buying new books.
"We here at Colby depend' upon the integrity and decency of Colby
Students," he said, ". . . this is not a prank, it is a planned crime, a
breech of trust," he added .
The following resolution was passed by the Council : Student Government tools with disfavor upon the mutilation of books in the Library, and respectfull y recommends to the Deans and the Judiciaries
that severe disciplinary action be taken in this sphere.
2. The council voted to lend the Golbyettcs $500 until April 8,
1963 for the debt they incurred in putting out their new record,
"Ettecettera ."
3. A letter from Mr . Leon Blum, New England Regional Officer
of CARE, to Student Government was read thanking tlie Council
for the $10.00 donation.
4. It was announced that the Averill Parking Lot is now open to
students on a trial basis fr om 5:30 p.m. to 2:00 a.m. The Council
voted to thank the Administrative Committee on Safety for the trial
use of the Averill Parking Lot. Thanks were also extended to President Strider and Mr. Macomber for their help in- this matter. Stephen Schoeman, President of the Class of 1964, and his committee
Members Dusty Rhodes and George Shur are also to be thanked.
5. Thanks were extended to the following members of the Ad Hoc
Committee for the time' they contributed in discussions and deliberations about the Open Houses : President Strider , Dean Seaman, Dean
Nickerson, Mark Albertson , Peter Archer, David Bromley, Peter
Cooper , Herb Gottfried , John Lockwood, William Oates., Eric Spitzer , Nancy Johnson, Paul Strong, Robert Wise, Polly French, Cindy
Smith, Barbara Buis, Linda Stearns, Lora Kreeger and Karen Nissen.
Continued on Page Eight
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To the Editor : yy "- 'A' ^A-v
Last week's "Campus Comment"
We were all amused last week by
may
contain some-vsou-nd • advice in
The author of the February 15, the "Campus Comment" jword that
its
demand
that we look at the- JanECHO Campus Comment seems to ripped apart the January Program.
uary
Plan
more
closely. It has many
have a misconception of learning. We . were told ; that during the
faults.
The
writer
of the column
For one , he suggests that learning • month, oiAJanuary there exists the
has
however
grossly
exaggerated
,
,
must have a reason , i.e., that it is condition of stagnancy
I
— stagnan- the" laxity of the community during
readily applicable to some situation. cy of mind . This is a serious charge.
It can' be put to work. Secondly, the It is th e sam e cha rge that is , being the ' month. It is hardly fair to ' say
harried' young pamphleteer suggest !hurled at our country ; indeed] , iti ith'at we all- ' "did absolutely no-ththat learning can best take place has heen called the st'ate' dfr the- >;i_.g."/ Most- of the students I know
ispeht more time and effort of "aconly during the semester. He forms world. Is it ' true ?
.'
j a' demic purs _its" per week during
these ideas Tby observing _H_ apathy
¦Perhaps one cannot say. > Thef ?Jariu_ry' th__ i: tine"y:'''did- first semesof the Colby January Program stunearest
that one can get to defin- ter. Many express the feeling that
dent. He is rightly revolted' by the
;
ing
the
January Plan is to call it they "le'arnecl more in January-than
great waste of time during 'January.
potential
— pure potential that one they learned during the' wholea first
Then ,' "however, he extend!- his ' in- '
;
ean
develop
to the full or leave un- semester." I heartily disagree-that
dignation., pointing a ., shak y'lunger
touched.
The
remarkable thing the attitude of "MOST students"
at just about' everything in the Janabout
the
month
is that no one was
;
If the administration knew
uary Program - " '
knows
how
iinuch
of
this potential what w e w ere gettin g away with
Why define tragedy ? — It Is indefinable. Why try to learn Greek ? jyou have developed;; It is possible ito they'd . . . " A few, perhaps more
—What does it prove^'Is the Jan- ¦get-away with.'doing very little. All than I'm aware,of , did relax during
uary Program worth it? (Why the usual pressures of college life the month; and ,; probably some did
study anything? I_ College wbrth" have been removed. Yet this is the next to :nothing. (Some of these will
it? Possibly for tlie awesome Dip-; value'of the Plan ; what matter the doubtlessly be doing their projects
loma?) 1 The author attacks the [facts we learn now if we do riot over , too !) In my .own. case, howcourses . offered*, the stud ents , and acquire the principle of learninjg ever, and in that of many others,
the faculty, all on the basis of the when there is no pressure to learn. th e Jan uary Plan is much mor e
lack of academic activity (of the Never again will we have such free- th an! "a- clever gimmi ck , v ery
student) during the month. He jdom to exploit.] Besides intellectual catchy, " souiids wonderful on par
says that since the administration freedom , there is th e chance t o go per." It is a real chance to spend
does liot care, the parents should. when and where we wish , to get to , time on areas of- special interest not
He misses the whole point. If there know more people, to grasp any ex- covered in regular courses, to learn
is failure,, it is because the Colby perience we have desired and make how to study on our own without
student doesn 't care. And this' is jit ours. Yet for dome,- the potential "regular assignments ,"' and' general•is a vacuum where suddenly there ily to use the "independence" we all
no new criticism.
are enormous amounts of time with, claim we want so much.
Too many of the articles in the
as "Comment" said , - 'absolutely
Grail Koch
Echo addressed directly to the Col- nothing"
to do. There:will always
by stu dent t o a sk him if he woul d be people that have become so acTo the Editor :
please try to be a little considerate, customed to running in a very small
While the Echo certainly should
stop ripping pages out of library velvet rut that they cannot come
books , take an interest in what's out of it for the January Plan. They have made it clear that the unsigned Campus Comment of last
happening,. STOP BEING A MEN- will run in it all their lives.
week —- and of any week — repreTAL TODDLER !
sents Only the free opinion of its
Plan
is
a
challenge
The
January
If the January Program was a
author and not the opinion of the
waste and' a failure, it is because of to our minds, primarily, but also to
Echo editorial board , I would cerour
attitude
toward
life.
I
Its
freelaziness — possibly on the part of
tainly defend the Echo's printing of
the faculty, more appreciably on the dom resembles the method of educasuch a Campus Comment if only for
part of the student. The students tion prevalent at some of .th e b est
the reason that it manifests the
colleges
in
the
country
and
at
forare more responsible , for they have
1 real dissatisfaction with the present
the power to change things, but eign universities. It is to our dis
organization, of the January Plan
they are lazy. Once again, we find credit as students if this Plan is a
of
at least a segmemVof the school's
the Colby student at a loss, sitting failure. There will always be those
population.
. The outcry that has aron his underside , gazing out at Life to whom during, January, Colby is
isen
concerning
the 'Echo's responthrough the bottom of a 12 oz . bot- a "glorified nursery school .'.' Let
sibility
to
refrain
from printing such
tle. '
them eat pablum .
"irresponsibl e" j ournalism seems to
Laurance Angelo
Continued on Page Four
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- February 18,, 1963

To the Editor :
It is too bad that your paper recently has been criticizing for the
sake of criticizing more than for
the sake of fulfilling some constructive purpose ; and I think that yoi_,
with all your Influence, can alter
this situation through a,n elementary change ; of outlook. To make
myself clear, let me cite a. blatant
illustration . In your last issue, under the heading Campus Comment;,
many could not help noticing a rather warped condemnation of t_e
January Program . Unfortunately
for you, it appeared to them that
•whoever wrote this article was using
it to sacrifice logical, well-documented argument to a special verbal
mixture of ignorance and arrogance.
They saw him as the angry, if not
irrational young man ; paradoxical*
B_8$v Jv**r1 -™

f:

— "

" •*
'

Iy, he took what he called "an impersonal and impartial attitude"
and yet he elevated his judgment
above that of an administration
that has had considerably greater
educational experience than he.
One of his obvious implications was
that we can consider the work of
those who studied hard a_d sincerely during the Plan to be equal in
importance to . a Madison:Avenue
slogan ; another was that a vacation-oriented faculty frivolously fostered such a waste.
I can go on to discredit him wijth
much more proof which is far less
subtle than this : but that would
only insult your intelligence. Besides, the time has come for all of
us to be positive and, ahove all, for
me to avoid the trap your expressive contributor fell into. The least
I can do, then, is to end by praising
him for his excellent phraseology
and by adding a kindly suggestion
on how he might improve himself
—; "" _—jMM.r ^ „v .

-'

graphs, to suggest an opinion quite
different from that of the author
of last week's CAMPUS COMMENT
and to discuss briefly a few of the
misconceptions which fchat individual offered /or public scrutiny.
We must first ask ourselves —
"What is the aim of this ins'tit -.tion Vy Clearly, as the author argued , it is a place of higher learning — a place where one might receive education, but also a place
where one might be' stimulated to
search for knowledge; it is a place
where one should be a"ble to think
for and by himself . Is the highest
goal of learning to memorize tlie
aphorisms on such and such a page
of- such and such a textbook ? There

To the Editor :
I would appreciate it if you will
allow me, in the next few par*
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is more to education than this. Two
questions then arise :
1) Does the January Program afford students an opportunity to. be
creative, to think for themselves,
to learn in a concentrated area* of
study rather than* in a general survey ?
2) Do the students of Colhy take
advantage of this opportunity or.
are they so undesirous of knowledge
that Colby degenerates into a "glorified nursery school" each January ?
The answer to the first question
is quite obviously a definite yes —even to the most bigoted of minds.
The semester provides little time
for individual or creative thinking
and research. Hence, this program
does indeed give students an oppor-r
tunity to do work in an area they
might not otherwise have time to
explore.
In answering the second question,
let us discuss a few of the statements that critic made. If his statement that Colby is an institute of
higher learning is accurate, it can
NOT be denied that this chance for
original and creative thinking
should be given to those seeking it.
Of course, there are "students"
here who "sleep all day" during
Continued on Page Four

still more in that respect. If he
could adopt for himself the following inspiration by Emily Dickinson,
Tie would realize that style can be
carried to an extreme where it overshadows substance, especially when
the substance is innately weak : "I
dwell in Possibility — a fairer house
than . Prose. " Always to a wise
mind , often to a simple one, cynicism is never so eloquent as encouraging advice — about the only way
we can realistically progress, about
the gradual and painful exterition
of what we already have. Our job is
hard- enough now without^ our describing human beings, together with
their institutions, as any more depraved than they actually are !
Sincerely,
James McCabe
Class of '65
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If you are considering a career In business
management or actuaria l science, we invite you
to investigate the Sum/net Programs at the
Home Lif e Insurance Company. These program s
off er challenging, well paid summer work
with an opp ortunity to proye your qualifications for
a man asement career in one¦of America's
. ¦
top "growth industries."
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* informal meetings with department heads and
other management people in vital areas of company
operations
• P^ us » °' course, the New York metropolitan
area's unique business, cultural and recreational
advantages.

t
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Now Acce pting Applications for

TWO 5-WEEK SUMMER SESSIONS
DAY & EVENING
June 24th to July 26th — Jul y 29th to August 30th

NEW MEN'S and WOMEN'S RESIDENCE HALLS AVAILABLE
An exceptionol blend of modern , superior educa tional
and cul tural facilities on a tradltlo na 1126-acre campus
settin g: this Is C. W. Post College on the North Shore
of Long Island , ono hour from midtown Manhat tan.
Nearby are famous beaches , sailing clubs ,
summer stock the atres; parks ,Ngolf courses.
On-campus features Include swi mming, gymnasium,
riding, bowling, theatre and conce rts.

ACCELERATE YOUR DEGREE PROGRAM
UNDERGRADUATE COURSE offerin gs Include studies in
Liberal Arts & Sciences Pi'G-Pro*fessional ,,Pre-Engin coring, Business , Education , Dance Worksho p.
GRADUATE COURSE offerings Include studies In Biological
Sciences, Educa tion , English , Guidance and Counseling' ,
History, Library Science , Mathematics , Music Educatio n
and Political Science.

,.

You May Qualify For..,

if you have a genuine interest in business, a good
academic record, evidence of leadership potential, and
are within one year of permanent fulhtime ¦

-

APPLY NOW , ... Admission open to VISITING STUDENTS
from other accredited co lleges.
For'additional Inform ation , summer bulle tin and
application, phono MAyfalr 6-1200 or mall coupon

The Summor Actuarial Training Program—

if you are interested in exploring an Actuarial career, «n>
a Math maj or with at least a "B" average, and have
, successfully completed your SophomoM or Junior year.
¦

»

¦

i n

«____—— in

i i n —»«——

Senior Mathematics Major ?art Invited tc[inquire
about Home Lif e 's j ull-tlmt actuarial trainin g p rogram.

HOME LIFE INSURANCE. COMPANY, NEW YORK
203 BROADWAY,
'

DISTINGUISHED VISITING AND RESIDENT FACULTY
OUTSTANDING LIBRARY FACILITIES

employment (exclusive of any military obHBation).

TO ARRAN6E AN interview ,.

. i

¦

. '

MOW YOUK «, N.Y.

_IB__ _H_^

OF LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY -BROOKVILLE , LONG ISLAND , N.Y.
Mem ber , The College Boa rd-Accredited by Middle States Association

Tho Summer Internship In Business —

» '' ¦ .
FOR MORE INFORMATION OR

^ - - £v x ^,S_^s__a_!^^^ «MW

C WTPOST COLLEGE

HOME LIFE'S SUMMER PROGRAMS
Wlll 'f Sl* *Ti There
are two programs—the Summer Internship for
men interested in a general business management
career and the Summer Actuarial Program for Math
Majors. These programs offer...
,
* a . responsible college-level job (not just a "makework" situation) in. a.progressive, highly-regarded
company ,
ies of interviews with key executives of Home
• Ya *ser
_?
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Open Sundays at 1 :00 p.m.
> _ _.

S P R I N G ST. L A U N D R A M A I D
10 Sprin g St.
Waterville
SPECIAL EVERY WEEK
Chino 's Was hed and Ironed 30c each
Speeial Get Acquainted Offer on Now
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Air Conditioning
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Above $4 - Free Delivery

60 TEMPLE STREET
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Order Waiting
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Call Ahead and Have Your

American & Syri an Food
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Director of Summor School , C. W. Post Collogo , P.O., Qroonvalo , L.I., N.Y.
Pleos o aand mo Summer Sessions Info rmation bulleti n,
Ci p(
' '
? Woman 's Residence Hall
? Men 's Residence Hall
p Graduate
Day
Q
Evening
? Undergraduate
?

J

Name

.,,..,.,..,

I

Address..... ,,,,,,...,..

I

City... .....

:

, If visitin g student, from which co lle .o?
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EDITORIAL

SECTION

February 22, 1963

Fraternities And The Future
Though the issue of frater-nities course, no validity in this arguat Oolby has been for some time a ment. No house has any "a-priori"
"dead horse" with independents right to anything. In the same
and others , it is only very recently meeting, when the individual reprethat the fraternity men themselves sentatives were asked to describe
have come to realize that there ex- the ways in which their pledging
ists a very good possibility that ¦at programs had improved or become
some time in the future the frat- more "constructive!" in the last few
ernity issue at Colby may be liter- years , the examples cited were cerally dead simply, because fraterni- tainly very encouraging and led one
ties will have ceased to exist. This to believe that a totally "construcpossibility was implicit in the re- tive", academically- oriented pledgmarks which President Strider made ing program was just around the
to IFC representatives and house corner. It is very strange, thou gh ,
presidents last Sunday night. If the that many of these very same housPresident is able to visit all of the es were the ones which cooked up
fraternities during a house meeting, three and four week pledging proas he hopes he will be able to do , grams
which
consumed
huge
the men in the houses are going to amounts of the January Plan and
become very much aware of the fact were even extended into second
that the fraternity system is being semester.
subjected to a nation-wide scrutiny
The members of the IFC, and of
to a degree that has never existed
the houses themselves, have got to
in the past.
recognize that one house, one seIn a very real sense the burden
rious accident in pledging, one exof the responsibility for the future
treme violation that comes to the
of the fraternity system at Colby
a't/tention of the wrong people can
is going to rest on the attitude that
ruin the fraternity system completethe Interfraternity* Council assumes
ly. The IFC-has got to quit playing
toward certain issues. The record
patsy and start calling spade's,
so far hasn 't been too promising.
spades when problems which can inWhen the issue of physical hazing
volve the future of the fraternity
was raised in an IFC meeting this
system are ' raised. If the concept
fall , a very sick silence suddenly
of a "system" has any meaning at
fell over the room . Hardly anyone
all , it should force them to recogwanted to raise the issue, much less
nize that no ' fraternity has the right
deal with it in a serious manner.
to do just anything it wants to do.
Arguments were heard along the
'The IFC has recently decided to
vein of "every house has a right to
run its pledging program as it sees undertake a self-evaluation of the
fit and the IFC should not attempt fraternity system . This is certainly
to legislate this." There is, of commendable. Two problems, how-

ever , are involved , and it is to be
hoped that the IFC recognizes both
of them before it actually undertakes this evaluation . The first is
that it is an extr emely difficult t ask
for any human group to evaluate
itself objectively. An evaluation of
this sort is going to demand a degree of clear-eyed objectivity such
as the IFC has not shown in recent
years.
i.

This can be overcome if the IFC
really want to. It is this "wanting
to" which constitutes the second ,
and more serious problem. If all
the fraternities hope to gain by this
evaluation is the "right" to maintain the status quo, then the attempt is doomed to failure. A .defensive, "please leave us.alone if we
evaluate ourselves" sort of attitude
is foreign to the spirit of any sort
of objectivity. If , however, th e IFC
has recognized the need for a long
hard look at undesirable aspects
of the fraternity system at Colby,
with the desire to correct such aspects and move ahead in the same
direction that the college is moving,
then the evaluation could be one of
the most significant steps the IFC
has taken in many years. The
ECHO hopes that the IFC will consider and reconsider its motives for
this evaluation before actually beginning it.
Tlie Colby fraternity system has,
as the President noted, great potential for either good . or evil. If it
doesn 't "make it", it will be entirely its own fault.

Campus Comments

Every so often it becomes necessary to restate the nature and purpose of the Campus Comment .column. After the reaction to last
week's Campus Comment, it is obvious that many, if not most, of
those who read the article still do

not understand that the Campus
Comment does not necessarily represent the opinion of any member
of the Editorial staff of the ECHO.
Tlie ECHO felt that last week's
Campus Comment represented a position which should , at s least , have

Proff essor Maccoby
Op ens Gabrielson Series

By Stuart Rakoff
Michael Maccoby visiting professor at the University of Mexico,
opened the seventeenth series of Gabrielson Lectures with an address
on the subject ," Government and the Setting- of Scientific Priorities."
Mr. Maccoby poin ted out with some alarm the rise of a necrop hyllic conscience in contemporary Americans and the subsequent withdrawal of the f ormerl y predominate bioph yllic attitude toward life.
l
Ho maintained that this mania cratic scientist .
f or d eath and viol ence is especially Science can be most useful if priorprevalent in science. Of the nine ori ties are established by the scienbillion dollars appropriated for re- tists themselves ; that is, if the y are
search by tho Federal Government l eft to pursue whatever appeals to
in 1962, 6.2 billion went into mili- them , instead of being part of a
tary r esear ch , primarily tho devel- scientific machine , esp eciall y ono
opment of systems of mass destruc- which has as its end-product weation and their delivery. Two partic- pons of annhilation. ITiiconquored
ularl y harm ful developments havo disease , widespread poverty, and a
appeared as a result , and at tlio lack of knowled ge of our own world
same tim e a cause , of this lar ge and tho human body are areas which
spending on death. First , a scien- ho suggested could lie explored with
tifi c bureau cracy ' has d evelop ed , in greater results; But instead of these
which tho scientists are no longer area s in which lif e can b o advanc ed
tho decision-makers who decide pri- and im p rov ed , science , under tho
orities. Those decision s are now- be- guise of defense , searches for ways
in g made by Congress, lay men in to blow man off this planet, oithor
tho Def ense Department, and other with bombs or with rockets.
There are solutions to the probr
political institutions. Second , the
scientist in this bureaucracy has loin , Iio optimistically adds , but
lost touch with tho entirety of hu- thoy must bo instituted before it is
man li fe and human purpose, and too lato. Ono help would bo tho
has become, motivated not by a de- creation of a Bureau of Public
sir e to loam about the univers e, but Opini on of tho Federal Government,
by a dosiro to work. In other words, which would offset tho vooal minortho mohnH have completely obliviat- ities and allow the basically humanod tho ends. Tho forces which mo- istic American to lmvo his opinion
tivated Einstein , Newton ' and Frond fol t. Second , a truly biophyllio sciaro missing in the modern bureau- ence could load the way to a world

been heard , and if refutable, refuted. The ECHO's own evalu ation of
the January Plan , based upon student questionnaires , will att empt to
look at the January plan with much
more objectivity than did the author of last week's Campus Comment.
and a society in which a happier
man could be realized.
Of these two suggestions, n eith er
seems well thought. The first is
ba si cally politic ally naive , the second overlooks the problem of creatin g this trul y biophyllio science. Indeed , Mr. Maccoby's argument is
based on a premise that is not inclusive of all science nor of all scientists. Not once was mention made
of private foundations , universities
or indu stries which carry on th eir
own research projects. This exclusion left th e ar gum ent , all read y
quite specious, tottering on one leg.
Parad oxically, M;r. Maccoby was
most astuto in discussing areas not
directly related to the topic, of
which there wore many, Necrophillia
among the people was much better
treated than that in science, Comments on; current government nonflcidrftrifio policy, such as the N.D.
E.A., woro covered in depth and
with perception.
It is regrettable that Mr, Maocoby was called upon to deliver tho
opening lecture in this sorios. Such
a place should have boon reserved
for a speaker with a more objective
view of the area under consideration , Tho one advantage to the unsubstantiated , Ovoremotional address of Professor Maccoby 'is that
it will provide an interesting contrast , to that of' the sooond ; Gabrielson Lecturer , Adam Yarrnqlinsky,
assistant to tho Secretary of ' De¦
' ¦ ;' ¦ ¦ '
fense,
• "' ' ; ' •¦' •
Stuart Rakoff , >QB

LETTER TO EDITOR
Continued from Page Three
January. Of cours e, they like the
plan only because it allows them to
do no work. These same "students", however, do next to no work
during the semester. They do not
care about education ; they do not
want to learn ; they are ' at Colby
because they were either forced to
come here or because they seek a
piece of paper which will entitle
them to money and prestige. I
would suggest that we ignore these
individuals — that WE DO NOT
FORMULATE.OUR EDUCATIONAL POLICIES AROUND THEM !
The fact remains,' * those who DO
want to profit from the January
Program do just that. There certainly must be at least one or two
of these students ; perhaps if that
author sought out a few students
who ' came to Colby to learn, he
might discover that all students did
not "sleep all day and play games
all night". Better yet, let him ask
a few students who received honors,
for their work what they did during
January. Perhaps they played games
all day and slept all nigh t ? Something different must have been involved . for these people to attain
honors ! By the way, what - games
are you referring to, sir ? Fro m the
very outset, we must insist that as
long as Cdlby is an institute of
higher learning and as long as there
is one student at . Colby-seeking creative and concentrated knowledge,
this opportunity should be afforded
him.

•. The - next .point .suggested was
that the January Plan causes a
crowded first semester. Ask some
sophomores if the first semester is
more crowded than the second. A
second point mentioned was that
many ' instructors were forced to
alter their courses. Two facts should
be mentioned here. It is a rare
course which does not change from
year to year ; secondly, as long as
the instructors are basking in the
sun all January, they may as well
work a little during the semester.
The final assertion I will challenge is the supposedly typical student line, "If the administration
kn_w what we were getting 'away
with . . . " Just What did the stu-r
dents get away with ? Those who
wanted to get something out of the
month did. — The others merely
procrastinated their flunking out by
a month. •
It cannot be emphasized enough
that the January . Program offers
students a chance to learn .in a unique and pleasant manner — free
from rigorous requirements such as
classes and exams. Those who use
the month to advantage are the bet-,
ter students for it; the others have
no place in college.
Rod Gould , '65

LETTER TO EDITOR

Continued from Page Two
be totally unjustified.
Nonetheless, I do not agree with
the sentiments of last week's column , and think that they deserve
to be answered , as best I can. This
year, as a Senior Scholar , I reOur critic suggested throughout
mained outside the January Plan
his discussion three or four critiand so h"ad a better chance than
cisms which I believe to be either
many to observe the second year of
completely false, mostly false,, or
operation of an experiment, which,
unprovable. In any event, I herein its first year, I was fortunate
upon challenge the author t'o prove
enough to able to chronicle as Edithis assertions.
or of the Echo. In both years , I
, According to his discussion about
'
think it is fair so say, I have had
1150 students , 85 , (759&) of the
a chance to become better acquaintfaculty and the "usual administraed with the way in which the plan
tors " are doing "ABSOLUTELY
was working than the majority of
nothing". This means that only
the student body. If in neither year
about 75 students are doing anyit was a total success, yet I certainthing at all ! Is'n't this rather rash ?
ly do not believe that it Was as total
Our ' critic could have arrived at
a failure as last week's columnist
his statistics in either of two ways.
would " have us believe. There are
He could have : 1) made them up —
always students who do not . work,
basing them on his own opinion of
in January or out , but to focus atthe plan ; or 2) based them on the
tention on a perrenial minority of
words of a few selected people. Perthe student body is plainly sloppy
haps if he asked people who enjoy
thinking. If this second year of the
learning . . . ? In any event he did
plan's operation did not strike one
not make a survey of very many
as forcibly as last year's, it is partstudents. It is interesting to note
ly due \o the fact that , in its first
that 75% of the faculty are doing
year , the. January Plan , like any
"ABSOLUTELY nothing". It is
new experiment, generated a refurther, quite interesting to note
markable enthusiasm that cannot
that some of these professors basked
j ustifi ably be expected to return
in th e sun whi le ou r (poor, exploit ed
year after year. Pretty soon anyparents worked. If some of our facthing seems old hat , and the sucult y are so. incompetent and possess
cess of the Program is not to be
such little love of teaching or learnmeasured in terms of the enthusiing, immediate steps should be takasm it generates but in terms of
en to remove these professors , In
the educational opportunities it afth e meantime , I ask the author
fords and in terms of how people
"Where did you get your informago about adapting themselves to
tion that some teachers were baskthese slightly different opportuning in tho sun ?" In like manner , I
ities. I would see no reason to feel
would suggest that the administrath at a lar ge ( ma j ority of Colby
tion has done more than "ABSOStudents did no work whatsoLUTELY nothing". Witness Ford
ever this past month. Certainly, not
Foundation Progress , an open hous e
all of them produ ced to what might
decision , etc. What prod do you
bo their optimum capacity — but
uso to support the assertion that
how many of us ever do? At least,
"the administration does not care" ?
the chance was there f or them to
Incidentally, if the student doesn't
read in peace and quiet, with out
care if he gets an education , why
pressure of hour-exams and finals,
¦
should anyone else?
and by many the chance was taken.
You suggest that during January, It mi ght have been inquired whethColby is a "glorified nursery er the library 's circulation *was sigschool (as y°u t know a nursery nificantly lower than it was last
school" prepares the child for kin- year. Even though moro "* people
dergarten. I know of no nursery worked off-campus this year , than
school where the children learn last , it wasn 't. It is a safe assumpGreek — albeit it is "This is Spot, tion that sdmo of the books
, a*
Spot iovos Jane ". On , the strength least , woro road - books that otherof this and the lack of any positive wise might have sat another ten
proof , to prove this assertion, _ yoars befor^' their bindin g cracked .
must call -for its rejection. Perhaps
But it is not simply enough to
a brief look at some topics studied
nrguo with last week's columnist
durin g January would force you to
that work was accomplished , I am
retract your statement — at least
afraid. Ho seems, to demand that
in favor of "glorified kindergarwork , onco accomplished , bo of some
ten. " Ono of tho groat virtues of
terrible uso. I was never aware , in
the Gfrook Program is" in the .mental
my torriblo ignorance that this, was
gymnastics it provides for , tho par- tho aim of education but I suppose
,
ticipant. Cannot something i)b done it is quite truo that attempting to
for tjho sheer *- intellectual enlighten-? define the undo'finablo is pointless,
Continued on Pago Five
mont of it?
'

ly don 't want to do is raise money." go to graduate schools. President to .see- to. it that the college is being tional policy, and investment. They
However, his great courage-helped Strider.. stressed , the point that the well run. They , approve appoint- assist the school, but do not and
in moving the college to its . pres- students should have fun at college. ments the lists for graduation PRO should not literally run the school.
During the question period Pres- FORMA and also aid in the running ' The January Program was sucent location. President, Bixler ' conident
Strider talked about the of the college, through committees cessful last year. And though "we
tinued the work;of these men!;. 'A
' They are a "very active like those on finance, buildings and stuck out bur necks a long, long
Trustees.
'President Strider feels that
board"
and have the responsibility grounds, honorary degrees, educaContinued on Page Eight
''we're going to do the same thing"
i
as Colby has done in the past. "Not
'i
every, college can .-do this :',' grow
while maintaining "an identity of
its own". He was impressed when
!
T
• - t .. !
- . - . - r -M -I
• • ! v I first visiting the school by "a sense
! —.
;
' !
of warmth, vitality, friendliness"
which infuses ; the place.
The Ford Foundation Challenge
Grant will be a means by which
the college will continue to remain
unique. The Grant does not mean
that Colby will become "another
Swarthmore" or "a little Harvard".
After "Fantastic scrutiny" the
Foundation awarded Colby the
grant because of the "potentiality
for the use of it", the "extraordinary success' of the college",
keeping up to date, and the general
allegiance .of the alumni to the
school.
President Strider spoke at some
length' about the goals of the college. First,, the school must, as the
Ford Foundation states, seek excellence; but in its own way* He mentioned some . schools which .he feels
have excellence, Harvard , Stanford,
Yale, Princeton , Swarthmore, Oberlin , Smith, Carlton, and Pamona,
On February 18, 1963 at 8:00
and said that Colby will not emup.m. in Lovejoy 100 the Junior
late them , but will find its.own soClass held the first event of its
lution
to excellence.
... • <
lecture series. President Stephen v
Within ' the next ten years there
Schoeman in introducing the series
Will be some major changes at the
said that the purpose of the, lecture
college. The physical plant will be
series was to "bring out the local improved with a gymnasium with a
talent" by giving people • at Colby swimming pool and facilities
capaa chance to talk on various issues. able of supporting a more intensiHe then introduced President Strid- fied sports . program. There will be
er who spoke on the subject ,
a new ' auditorium capable of seat"Where Is The College Going?"
ing . the entire student body and
President Stridor began by apequipped with the. necessary faciliplauding the Junior Class for its ties to accomodate major musical
Sesquicentennial Scholarship Properformances of the Boston Symgram, saying it was "a bright phony Orchestra
and other groups.
move" and "one of the directions The cost of . the building will be
in which the college is going. " The
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. LETTER TO EDITOR
Continued . from Page Four
or trying to reconstruct Greek in a
month is a waste of time. Yet, I
am not sure that I, for one, would
care to accept the implications ofa
totally utilitarian theory of education. The familiar example of conic
sections comes most readily to ,mind
— here was a mathematical system
that sat untouched, regarded only
for itself , for almost two thousand
years before anyone discovered its
applicability to charting plana'tary
motions. If the undefina'hle theory
of tragedy must also sit for another two , thousand, years before any
use is made of it, must . we there-,
fore abandon its perusal ? I hate to
think what last week's columnist's
answer would be. Intellectual activity may not always, look pretty"
at first sight — but it has an uncanny habit of gathering momentum and I rather expect that even
Colby's January Plan will gather
enough momentum, in time, to
make this reply quite superfluous.
Dan Traister, '63

President Strider
Speaks At Junior
Class Lecture
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Icemen Conquer Kellyrnen 4 *3
Cagers Squeezed Out 73 "66

Kelley Reddens As
Sveden Scores

By Rod Gould
If it wasn't Mechem, it was Short, and if it wasn't Short is was
Sawler, and if not Sawler, is was somebody else — bat someone was
always there — to check , to clear the puck out, to pass or to score
for this was the 1963 Mules' finest game — a 4-3 conquest of excoach. Kelley and his B.U. Terriers.
Never this year has a Colby, tc£an been as fired up for a game as

Co_Jby9s Ken Stone
Is Bright Spot
Of Mule Cagers ¦

Stone Tallies 33 Points
Against Sp ringfield

It take a player -with exceptional
talent to stand out on a basketball
team of less than record-breaking
caliber , but Colb y's Ken St one has
worked his way into the limelight
despite the Mules' losing record.

Byt Gavin Scotti

The Colby cagers lost to a good Springfield five last Friday by a
score of 72-66, as six hundred fans watched the action at the Wads-,
worth Field House.
The Mules jumped out in front early in the game arid held the lead
until the last four minutes in the half. Springfield then took the lead
and held it for the rest of the game. In this first half the Gymnasts

The 6-4 forward , who often apused a two platoon system while
Springfield, took a ten point marthis squad was. The first period was only a sophomore ; he's been playing
pears at the pivot and in the backgin
early in the second half and
furiou s, and B.U. never really re- some pretty good hockey lately.
Colby did not. The lalf-time score
court as well, is curr entl y leadin g
kept
about that many points ahead
covered from the Mules' onslaught. Bill Gates and Bruce Davey are
the Maine Intercollegiate Athletic stood 34-28 in favor of Springfield . of the Blue and White until the
Twenfcy-one times the Mules shot at sophomores too — by the time
Association in, both scoring and refinal buzzer. Colby threatened -with
B.U.'s brilliant , All-American goalie they're seniors, they will be known
bounding. The Portland native has
_b
out five minutes> left in the gam e
Glen Eberly ; three times they beyond the confines, of this communetted 104 points and has grabbed
as the Mules outscored the Gymscored. Herm Hip s on lit tth e lamp nity.' Jon Choate and Don Short are
79 rebounds in six State Series
nasts 14-7 diiring this time, but the
for the first goal at the 14:40 mark juniors also. So all might not be as
frays.
earlier barrier erected by Springhy beating Eberly with a hard shot bleak as some would have iti; watch
field was too much to hurdle.
from the corner. Dave Sveden made this team , watch it grow and maA bright spot in an otherwise
This win gives Springfield a 14-5
it 2-0 two minutes later by dribbling tur e, and perhaps some day maybe gray season , Stone leads the team
record
while Colby is 7-14. Although
a 20 footer between the spread legs in a year or two, Colby will once with an average of more than 20
the
Mules
lost , it was one of the
-under
the lifted stick of the again be in the ECAC Tournament. points per game, including a 31
and
better
games
they've playe'd _ . this
befuddled Eberly. Three minutes
point outburst against potent Bosout-r_bounded
season.
The
Mules
later Sveden notched his second of
ton University early this month,
/for 87% of
the
Gymnasts
and
hit
the night — this one a gem. He
and 32 against Trinity last week
Spring field's
their
foul
shots
to
took a Pete French pass and side
end. The lanky youngster has been
also put
The
Blue
and
White
67%.
slipped past a defensernan , comhigh scorer in 14 of 20 games thus
man
press of
on
their
best
man
to
pletely faked out B.U. 's goalie, and
far in the Blue and Grey campaign,
far.
the season thus
stuffed the rubber in the rear cornscoring, nearly one third of .the
er.
points on a team that has averaged
Stand out of the game and for
approximately 60 points per contest.
Colby was Ken Stone. He tallied 33
B.TJ . scored late in the second pepoints. Kent is now Maine's leading
riod when Bob Smith the captain ,
The former Deering High star has
scorer averag ing 19.7 point's a
gallopped in alone from the red line
Despite a valiant showing on the
not gone unnoticed. Six times this
.Stone Makes Basket
game.
and flipped the puck between Saw- part of the local unit, a powerful
season he has been nominated to the
r>m
B.U.
post.
Lewiston-Auburn
Chess
left
side
and
the
ler's
Club edged
¦
¦
¦
—
_^ *
4p
t
^
' ^"
™ »
Eastern Collegiate Athletic Confercontinued to press throughout the the Waterville-Oolby Chess Team ,
ence college division weekly All-East
third period. The crowd moaned as 4 1/_ -3%, in a match played at Lewteamh , including the past four conthey made it 3-2 on a deflection iston on Sunday , the seventeenth.
secutive -weeks.
shot on which Sawler had no chance
It was an exceedingly closs conat 11:15. Mechem led a 3 on 1 rush test , with neither team able to se- Last December, for the first time
40 seconds later into Terrier terri- cure a decisive advantage until , in in the history of tlie Downeast
tory and drilled a lightning bolt the last of the eight games to be Classic at Bangor , a player on a
past Eberly to give the Mules a 4-2 concluded , Prof, Fong " of Colb y winless team in the annual affair
By Morgan McGmJ ey
edge. Smith got the goal back with bowed to Lewiston ' s second ranked was selected as the most valuable
five minutes left , but the Mules player. The only other member of player of tlie tournament. Although
This scripture tells of heroic deeds by young Colby men. It is ded~
tho
in.
College
Club
to
play
was
James
hung on and got their's
Colby lost to both the University of icated to those stalwarts who in the face of defeat have done service
This was the kind of game every- Quirk , '65, who came from behind Maine " and Brown University, ' offi- above and beyond the call of duty. Colby men . . . like Ken Stone
one loves. Everyone starred at one to secure a draw against O. Libby cials and sportswriters pick ed St one
and Terry Rogers. It's most improbable that you saw them both in acmoment or another, but Mechem 's of the Lewiston-Auburn Club.
as the Classic's best. He piled in 42
tion this weekend, and that's a regretable fact , since they both perdefensive and offensive play was
Watervi'lle's three wins were noints and was liigh rebounded of
tremendously impressive. Ho scored scored by Dr. V~ aughn Sturtevant, tlie tournament with 24 grabs in formed brilliantly. Just a few hours before Ken Stone travelled Coltlio winning goal , nearly got anoth- Dr. Samuel Fisher , and Mr. V. the two games,
\
by's hardwood, face and body in a liberal sweat, Terry Rogers was
er two , an d saved at least th ree Michaud.
A number of IJambda Chi Alpha winding his way down Sugarloaf's white, crusted slopes,, face and
goals from going in. Sawler time
Lank of depth plagued the visit- fraternity, Ken finds time' between limbs feeling the numbing cold and the lashes of the wind. Stone
and again — especially during the
ing team , since several of the bettor practices and studies to bol d down might have looked ahead to the lingering pleasure of a cold shower,
first two periods — kept coming up
players from both the Colby and a iob in the men 's student union.
while Rogers was probably thinking of the warm fire back at the ski
with tho big save. It is also interWaterville Clubs found it impossiesting to note that ho stood up alAlthough tho Colby basketball lodge, but both were the shining lights, despite the-fact that their resbl e t o mak e th o tri p.
most continuously throughout the
team hasn 't won a game outside the pective teams were losing.
Any interested students or faculgame. In some past gam es he had
State of Maine, a lending metropolty
aro invited to attend the Colby
While Springfield was beating the Mules, 72-66, Stone was doing
frequentl y fallen to the ice premaitan ' New York coach who saw
at
4
:45
p.m.
s
dinner
.meetings
Club'
turely and consequently allowing a
Stone in action called him , "a grade everything possible to make things come out differently. Regretabl y,
on
Fridays
in
the
Smith
Jtoom
of
rebound shot to go in over his head.
A ball player that would' be able to such was not the case. No one can really blame "Stoney" though, All
Two ' saves against Mike Deniban Roberts Union.
pl ay with an y t eam on the Eastern he did was score 33 points for t;he evening and turn in an , all around,
^
boarded on tho brilliant side early
seaboard , "
fine performance. As a result of his play this week, the 6'4" junior
in the second period,
Leo William s, his own coach , calls was named to the ECAC first team. But that's nothing new to Ken.
Don Short turned in some great
COLLEGE
ASSEMBLY
Stone
"ono of the"' most consistent As a matter of fact , he's made the squad five weeks this season. Stone's
j
defensive play — especially around
players in Now England ,"
the crease, Many timos ho hold off
recent high-gear, scoring binge lifted his ppg. average to the 20-plus
Assembl
y,
Friday,
Collo
go
All
| ' "He's a mark ed m an on a we ak
H.U. sticks from slapp ing tho loose
neighborhood. That's not bad for a ' bby who. turned in several unpropunk at the not,
e
schedu
l
"
la
y
in
g
a
t
o
u
g
h
.
team p
__ad the big fellow stayed healthy all
The t eams want ed t o win this ! March 22 at 7 :00 p.m. in Given 1 Willi ams said , "and ho always ductive evenings due to illness;
year, his average would be even higher.
ono — really wanted to win . it. They
makes a good showing. There isn't
and
Meanwhile, Mr. Rogers had already begun the first part, of his
out-played -their opponents ,
I Auditorium.
President Stridor! much ho ' can't do."
i,
,
took advantage of their breaks
two-day labors that won him the coveted Skimeister award from the
Jfnd the nicest thing of all , WilOn o of tho forces th at drove tho ! will report on tho state of tho I
Maine Intercollegiate Athletic Association. Competing against repliams admits , is that Ston e ' will bo
te am to play as thoy did was the
back next year with every other resentatives from Maine, Bowdoin and Ba;tes, Rogers was chosen as
overwhelming desire to boat oxI
j oollo go .
x
player on this • year' s senior-less the outstanding performer in the two-day state-of Maine championoomch Kelley, "Just to soo his face
get redd er and rodder and redd er ," «_»fi<__*ft<_*_M«»fl«»0 ---»n-_»o«_»o-t___^
ship.
team .
J«
ns ono pla ye r said , Not only did
Continued on Page light
thoy want to boat Kelley but tlfoy
¦
mw****** ^
'* **m*mm+^<^*mm*^
*++mm*>m^*m*-m**
,' ~''~ ^ ^^mm*+^+m+**
also wanted revenge for humiliation thoy Buffered in Boston at
B.U. 's hands, Tho win truly elated
the team ; as thoir cap tain said , "It
was tli o greatest game we've played
all year. " The way this team played
— especially durin g tho first peri od ,
sh ould mitigate the assaults of
those who continually bemoan tho
> fact that Colby will n 'c ro again ho
a hookey power. Moohom , a junior ,
if lie improves next year as much
as ho did this year mi ght bo an All. _
—. _— --- — - - - _ — - - _ — — » — ., — — ^ — *~ — ^ ~ — — — ^» — — — — — —— —. _ _ . — _
Am orioan. Wntoli Sawler — he's

Waterville-Colby
Chessmett Lose To
Lewiston-Awfoirii
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COL BY SPECIAL
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JUNIOR CLASS SCHOLARSHIP action. It is the hope :of the officers will keep on .growing and 'helping
Continued from Page Oner ; . and the scholarship committee chair- future students! come t? Colby long
First , • ¦the Program is self-perpetu- ¦man that the ;scholarship, program aft er the ori ginal donors have grad¦. . . . ;
ating -and- .will have nearly doubled •will help to increase unityAand spir- uated.
• ' . - ..
its value in ,ten years. Second,, the it , both in college and out of college,
I congratulate the class for thinkvalue of the Class gift is more than give som e stud ents addition al aid in ing of it, and on behalf of the coltwice that on any previous class, gift obtaining a collegeA education, and lege I am happy to accept this
at Colby; Third ,. the need for-, schol- provide a model for future class acr
arships is always great and. will be- ;tiop ." . ";; • '
. The committee members include
come increasingly- so at the cost of
On February; 18, " lj9_3'; at 2 :30 J ack Lockwood, chairman, and the
a college education
increases. p.m. in the office of President Stri- four class officers, Steve Schoeman,
Fourth, th e gift helps to fulfill the dor the officers and committee President , Bob Drewes^ Vice-PresFord Foundation Challenge Grant. cnairman presented him with the ident , Ken Nye, Treasurer , and
Fifth , the program helps to perpet?- scholarship sti pulations document. BetsyA Crocked, ' Secretary. Special
na'te ^ the memory of the Class of President Strider , in a prepared thanks are given t o the . committee
¦"
19(54 . A; noting .majority of the Class SOTtemen't, said :
chairpnah for all the worfx put into
!
o_ji.N*ove'mber 0 3(), 1$6_ nnaniimb-iiBly
''The establishment of • 'the ' Ses- tlie' development Df , the '. Sesquicenraccepted 1 tbe; proposed'' program 1.
quicehtehnial Scholarship as a gift tenhial Scholarship Program.
:; )Steve' Schoeman' i_ A a letter to of the Class of 1964 is not only a . The following ' is' the scholarship
President Strider informing him of considerable tangible contribution stipulation document which was prethe Class acceptance of the scholar- to oiir scholarship program and ' to . senter!' to President
Strider in his
¦
-' - ' •
:ship wrote :
the Ford Foiindation campaign.. office?
"The scholarship program is the More important*, than either of. th ese ; The Class of 1964 gives one thousClass 's official' contribution to the considerations, ' it is evidence of the and (dollars as the initial contribuobservance of the Sesquicentennial constructive enterprise and the vi- tion to an endowed fund , th e annual
Tear of the College. : Such- a pro- sion of the Class of 1964, who are income from which shall be awardgram marks the opening- of :a new in this way establishing a living' ed annuall y as the Class of 1964
Area for general . class* initiative'- and endorsement for the college that Sesquicentennial Scholarship. The

Sesquicentennial, Scholarship ProSTR |D ER CpMM ENITS
gram is, the official contribution of
. Continu ed fr om Page One
the Class of 1964 to the commemora- most to move forward and strengthtion of 'the Sesquicentennial of Col- en 1 its academic program, fraternby College.
ities are pulling against this and
The Sesquicentennial Scholarship continue to encourage an anti-intelshall be awarded under the follow- -lee'tual atmosphere which breeds ap""
ing conditions :"'
athy and. indifference. Another com1. Any student enrolled' at Colby plaint which the President noted
College who has completed his or about the fr at ernities , is that while
her freshman year and is currently attendance at most college events
enrolled at Colby -College and who is can be only described as sparse,
in need of financial aid may apply there is almost always a far greatfor the scholarship.
er poportion of non-fraternity men
2. The student shall have demon- present than fraternity men. Acstrated real improvement in schol- cording t o th e people who 'advanced
astic achievement, and by real it this criticism', fraternities encourshal be meant at least one point age a ' "what the hell' sort of (attihigher than that; average of the tude which places fraternity loyalty
semester preceding the semester above loyalty to the aims of the
during which the scholarship is school. In this connection. Stridor
awarded. ¦
mentioned' the cbmpla'in'fc of many
3. The . Scholarship
shall
be faculty members ahcnit the extenawarded according to the wishes of sive hazing and pledging program
the student receiving it , and shall which went on during January,
thus be awarded either at the Rec- causing both upperclassmen and
ognition Assembly or in private.
fre shmen to be delin quent in their
4. It shall not be necessary for the work. Anything, the. President said ,
student who- has received the scholContinued ori Page Eight
arship to maintain an. average any
higher than that set hy the college -until such time as contributions to
•administration for college scholar^ the3 principal are sufficient so that
ships.
the prin cipal shall yield an annual
5. The applicant shall have the income of at least one hundred dolright to know the reasons for ac- lars, or until such times as the 1 anceptance or rejection of his- or her nual income allowed to accrue and
application .
the contributions to the principal
Not more than ten dollars per enable the principal to yield alt
year shall be taken from the princi- least an annual income of one hunpal for an honor certificate present- dred dollars.
ed at the Recognition Assembly or
Done by the unanimous consent
in private.
_
of the Class of 1964 on November
It is the desire of the Class of 30, 1962 and in the office of Presi1964 that the Sesquicentennial dent Strider on February 18, 1963
Scholarship Program endowed fund in witness whereof hereunto we subbecome large enough to support at scribe our names.
least one full scholarship. ContribuStephen Schoeman
tions made to the Sesquicentennial
Class President
Scholarship Program shall be added
Robert W. Drewes
to the principal.
Class Vice-President
Until that time when the annual
Kenneth B. Nye
income on the principal shall be one
Class Treasurer
hundred dollars tie difference beElizabeth A. Crockett
tween the annual interest on the
Class Secretary .
principal and one hundred dollars
John A. Iioekwood
shall be made up by. , funds Class Sesquicentennial Commititee
from the treasury of the Class of
Scholarship Chairman '
1964. In the event that funds sufAn announcement will be made
ficient to cover tlie difference be- about the obtaining of application
tween the annual incom e on the forms. It is hoped that the program
principal and one hundred dollars will benefit Colby students and will
cannot be obtained from the treas- make the classes in general more
ury of the Class of 1964 the income 'aware of their role on campus as
on the principal shall be allowed to organizations which can and should
accrue until such time as the prin- make significant contributions to
cipal shall yield an annual income
the ' college.
of at least one hundred dollars, or
Stephen Schoeman
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Continued from Page Two
Continued from Page One
5.
Mr. Stephen Schoeman , Class
Phillips of Bates College will he unof
1964
announced that his class has
a'hle to attend because of a previous
donated
$1000.00 to- the College to
committment.
start a scholarship to be known as
Other guests will be headmasters the Sesquicentennial Scholarship.
and wives of the four former "Colby Congratulations were extended to
A cadem i es ". Coburn Classical In- the Class of 1964 for creating this
stitute, Hebron Academy, Higgins class scholarship.
Classical Institute and Ricker Col6. It was announced that the Stulege were once official "-"fitting dent Government Sesquicentennial
sc h oo ls " for Colby.
Stickers of the College are ready
for sal and a finis h ed s heet was
Reginald Sturtevant , Livermore shown to the Council. They will cost
Falls banker and chairman of the $1.00 per sheet of 40 stamps or
Colby trustees, will speak briefly 75c sh eet for 5 or m ore sh eet s or
,
at the dinner, int rod uced by Presi- 50c sheet for 10 or more sheets.
'dent Strider.
7. The annual report of the Freshmen Orientation Committee, Cynthia Smith, Chairman, was read .
STRIDER COMMENTS
Th e f ollow i ng recommen d atio n was
Continued fromPage Seven
passed by the council : Upon the
which any fraternity does which con- recommendation of Miss Cynthia
tributed to this unfavorable image Smith and the Freshmen Orientareflects not just on that house but tion Committee, Student Government recommends that Kangaroo
also upon the entire system.
If 4 the President said, the - pres- Court should not be connected with
ent liquor rule which has been pos- the Freshmen Orientation Program .
There being no, further business,
tulated and passed on the assumption the Colby students are mature the meeting was adjourned at 8 :00
enough to handle it, conies under p.m.
Respectfully submitted ,
intensive "fine ", the finger for the
Marsha Palmer , Secretary
blame will almost inevitaJbly be
pointed at the fraternities as being
PRESIDENT STRIDES
responsible for its misuse.
Continued
from Page Five
As another complaint commonly
leveled at the fraternities, the Pres- way" it 'has been commendable.
ident cited the incredible "waste However, he said, "I don't tihink it
of time" that rushing involved.
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Dick Butz (B.A., 1959) is -manager of Pennsylvania Bell's
his own ideas. His initiative has paid off in terms of satisLancaster business office. Dick supervises the 25 employees
'
faction and increased responsibility.
j
who are responsible for sales and the service needs of ap-n;„i, Butz
,., , . . n „
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Rogers complained that Colby/was
unders-affed in the meet, and offered as an example the fact'that
he was % Colby's only entry in the
jumping event. He : was -quick to
praise teammate Ted ,0kie's performance in the downhill, however,,
and observed that Okie took a sixth
in i the downhill, desp ite the fact-'
that this was the first time he had
ever competed in this event.
The other skiers who participated
through - a period of change which
for
the Miiles were Ted Bidwell and
some are for and some against. But
Cliff
Olson.
the school must never-have a homogenized student body. .There is need
Rogers closed with the . remark
for diversity. The admissions policy that the downhill and slalom were
is a difficult one to determine be- run in 10 below zero weather, and
cause it is hard to pick an incoming that this definitely hampered the
class. However , the< '-'urge to accom- skiers. We took it with a grain of
plish something" is one prerequisite,
as is good quality though there are salt, however. And you certainly
no . 'ccu.'t-off scores". And always- can't prove it hy the way Terry
skied.
there .is need for originality.
MULE KICKS

Continued from Page Six
Colby placed third in the meet,
behind Maine and Bowdoin , but
Rogers came through in outstanding fashion in all events. The senior from New Britain, Connecticut
took a second in the slalom , third
in the downhill , fourth in jumping
and seventh in the cross-country.

T HE BELL TELEPHONE COMPAN IES
SALUTE s DICK BUTZ

The President suggested that the
fraternities, given the total situat ion as it is , undertake a self-evalu'ation which would take a good
long look at a lot of the aspects of
the system which have been criticized. He also hoped that the fraternities would encourage attendance
at the cultural events' of the school
and that in particular they try to
"get up for" the convocation. The
president also voiced his desire to
attend , if possible, fraternity meetings at all the houses sometime during the coming semester if the fraternities cared to invite him.

Charmacfc
The Magician

was as good this year." The Program was not as intense. Some students are always impervious to
"any educational programs," but
"the burden is entirely on the students." The January Program
should have an effect upon both
semesters.
It is "disturbing for me" that
some goo d s tu dent s leave, but this
is natural in a college in transition.
Swarthmore was after World "War
I noted for its great football team,
and went through a period of "mutation" to reach its present level
of excellence. Colby, too, is going
, '
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